Change the verbs to Present Perfect and fill in the missing words.

ACROSS WORDS
1. swim
2. draw
5. eat
7. spend
8. teach
11. sit
12. hear
14. begin
15. do
17. understand
21. make
22. bitten

DOWN WORDS
1. see
3. ride
4. write
6. think
7. steal
9. drive
10. fly
11. stand
13. hold
16. find
18. read
19. drink
20. pay
21. meet
NAME: ___________________     DATE: ___________________

GRAMMAR CROSSWORD
PRESENТ PERFECT

ANSWERS

ACROSS WORDS
1. swim
2. draw
3. eat
4. spend
5. teach
6. sit
7. hear
8. begin
9. do
10. understand
11. make
12. bitten

DOWN WORDS
1. see
2. ride
3. write
4. think
5. steal
6. drive
7. fly
8. stand
9. hold
10. find
11. read
12. drink
13. pay
14. meet
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